Abstract: This paper discusses a method for eliminating geometric optics errors that can occur when combining three-dimensional thermal images using hybrid digital holography. We obtained reconstructed digital holography using phase detection autofocus technique and arbitrary tilt plane correction.
Introduction
IR (infrared) digital holography is one of the techniques to achieve the thermal information of the object surface in reconstructed wave field [1] . Typically, IR digital holography has lower resolution than the general digital holography that is used with a visible laser [2, 3] . Alternatively, hybrid digital holography for three-dimensional surface temperature distribution could preserve the spatial resolution of visible digital holography and temperature accuracy of the IR camera [4, 5] . This method is based on the three-dimensional surface texturing function. A numerically reconstructed digital holography has 2048 × 2048 pixels and 1 cm 2 field of view with 4.8 µm spatial resolution. An IR image has 320 × 256 pixels, 0.79 cm × 0.63 cm field of view with 24 µm spatial resolution and ±1% temperature accuracy. The hybrid digital holography needs the high accuracy of surface matching method. Because, it obtained from measurement systems with different optical axes and field of view. In this paper, for high accuracy 3D surface thermal distribution, we discuss the alignment and calibration technique of hybrid digital holography using autofocusing technique and tilted plane wave-field reconstruction.
Methods

Hybrid Digital Holography
The object wave-field comes from diffusively reflecting surface, located at a distance d from the CCD as shown in Figure 1 . The diffraction pattern is calculated at a distance behind the CCD plane, which means it reconstructs the complex amplitude in the plane of the real image. This diffraction of a light wave is described by the Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral as Equation (3)
where Γ , is a reconstructed wave field, ℎ , is complex amplitude on the CCD, which called hologram function, and = − + − + is the distance between a point in the hologram plane and a point in the reconstruction plane. As we mentioned, our goal is to combine thermal image and digital holography. These two kinds of image could be represented in a three dimensional temperature distribution, using the surface texturing function. 
Reconstruction of Digital Holograms on Arbitrarily-tilted Planes
In typical digital holography, the complex wave-field on the parallel image plane is numerically reconstructed from the complex hologram wave-field with Fresnel transform, convolution method, or angular spectrum method (ASM). The merit of the ASM is that there is no restriction on the propagation distance . Jeong and Hong presented the three-axis rotation scheme based on ASM that can accurately reconstruct the complex wave-field on any arbitrarily-tilted image plane [6] . The complex wave reconstructed by digital holography on the tilted image plane means simulating light propagation from the hologram plane to the image plane through calculation of the diffraction of the object wave distribution to the tilted plane. Standard transformation matrix is used to rotate the wave vector coordinates, on the axis with the angle of to determine the spatial frequencies and associated to the components of the rotated wave vector components. According to the spatial frequencies transformation using Fourier transform ℱ, the rotated angular spectrum can be written as
In shortly, the object field on any reconstruction plane can be obtained from the following transformation of the object field on the hologram plane:
Phase Detection Autofocusing (PD AF)
Digital holography could be adjusted by the image focusing in the reconstruction process because of this unique property that reconstructed digital holography can be calculated the intensity as well as the phase. PD AF algorithms were originally developed by Minolta and introduced in the Maxxum camera system in 1985 [7] . The basic concept of the PD AF method involves determining the location of the correct focal plane using the dual thin lens formula as Figure 2 . It should be noted that the separating lens have the same lens properties and locations are symmetric with respect to the optical axis. PD AF differs by dividing the incoming light into pairs of images of dual separating lens and comparing the location. If the object is moved backward (rear focus as green line) or forward (near focus as blue line), then separating lens image location is vertically changed. The relationship between the digital holography reconstruction and PD AF method is the position and the reconstruction distance of the image on the detection plane within a certain range. The position of the image on the detect plane differs corrected the reconstruction distance which based on the vertical location of images on detector plane and obtained the correct holography with the focus [8, 9] .
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of phase-detection autofocusing (PD AF). , distance between object plane and imaging lens; , distance between imaging lens and the image plane;
, , location of each separating lens images. If the object is farther away (or closer) from the focus position, the spacing between the two separating lens images becomes narrower (or widened).
Results and Discussion
Before combining these two images, we should geometrically match the digital holography and thermal image from IR camera. For this calibration, we acquired the phase shifted interference pattern of the USAF resolution target (Newport) using digital holography. The phase of the reference wave was shifted by applying DC voltage as sine pattern with 100 Hz and 0.2 V to PZT. The video capture mode has the advantage of intuitively analyzing the phase shift phenomenon likes as a scattering by the dust particles on the sample surface and vibration from the PZT. The selected 8 phase shifted interference patterns were used to calculate the complex amplitude of digital holography plane by inter-frame intensity correlation method. The focus wave-plane is 16.5 cm away from CCD.
As shown in Figure 3 , after the 45.8 degree tilted wave plane, the most sharpness edge (and highest image contrast value) of USAF target shape define the corrected reconstruction wave field and horizontally symmetry rectangular shape. The focus wave-plane is 16.5 cm away from CCD. The lateral resolution is 5 µm using the group 1, element 4 in the resolution target. The phase fluctuation of the blank phase image obtained without any sample inserted in the object beam path was measured to check the lower bound of the phase measurement precision. The phase variation along a 1000-pixel-standard deviation is 2.37°.
This focused reconstruction distance estimate of the required amount of focus movement in PD AF. The vertical image location of separation lens is depended on the location of object. In this experiment, the arbitrary PD AF simulation is designed when object is located in the 16.5 cm. The vertical separation lens image location is 219 pixels when focused image and it moves by 1 pixel every 0.1 cm movement of the object. We called this pixel location as focusing pixel location.
After digital holography calibration, aluminum honeycomb structure was measured. PD AF simulation result was 4 pixels different with focusing pixel location. It means the surface of honeycomb structure located 0.4 mm backward from the initial USAF target place. Therefore, the honeycomb digital holography reconstruction distance is 16.9 cm. IR image has scaled 5 times because it has 24 µm lateral resolution. After 3 processes, i.e. tilting plane, focusing plane and scaling correction, an image was shown as Figure 4 . This image shows the 3 dimensional honeycomb structure image 4.5 mm × 4.5 mm which represent the intensity, height, and temperature image at the same time. 
Conclusions
The 3D thermal image with hybrid digital holography image could express the surface deformation with simulated thermal information. In this paper, we discussed how to effectively eliminate the geometric optics errors like tilted plane and unfocused using digital holography. These methods can be maximized hybrid digital holography efficiency which required dynamical 3D surface deformation researching. Improvements in resolution 3D surface temperature image may enable advances in diagnose of electrical device, where electric potential or heat induced phase changes are expected to play a significant role in the characterization of complex structures.
